February Sale
DoorFresh Automatic deodorizing system
The Door Fresh provides scalable air freshening throughout
the restroom. Great-looking, lockable Drone dispensers
inside every stall to discretely freshen at the source for 30
days. The DoorFresh is activated each time to door is opened
or closed. The Brain dispenser uses the same design, refill
and fragrance release to the main restroom door and reminds you when to replace all the refills in the restroom.

DoorFresh Brain - On sale for $9.95 Regular $15.95
Order#225724

DoorFresh Drone - On sale for $3.00 Regular $6.95
Order#225725

DoorFresh Scent Refills - On sale for $4.95 Regular $5.95
Available scents: Raspberry, Clean breeze, Spring Rain, Sweet

Oxivir TB
Ready-to-use disinfectant cleaner based on proprietary hydrogen peroxide (AHP®)
technology to deliver fast, effective cleaning performance. Disinfects in 60 seconds.

On sale for $13.50 946ml bottle , Regularly $15.95 Order #560036

Speedball 2000 Cleaner degreaser
Ready-to-use, non-butyl, heavy-duty power cleaner. Cleans the toughest soils, removing
grease, oil, encrusted soil, tire marks, ink, smoke, carbon film, graffiti, heel marks and
more. Low-odor formula. Purple in color with a citrus scent.

On sale for $9.95 946ml,

regularly $11.95 Order #142303
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780.672.1780
www.soapstop.ca

Total Solutions Stain Sorb
A unique liquid stain absorbent and remover. It is highly effective against hydrocarbonbased oils, greases, BBQ grill stains, silicone oils from tire dressings, and other stains. It
is ideal for use on asphalt, concrete, paving stones, pressure treated wood, composite
decking, and other surfaces.

On sale for 15.50 946ml, regularly $17.95 Order#404061

Ultra Big Blue
The enzymatic automatic bowl cleaner, is placed in the tank to continuously clean the
bowl. It turns the water blue so you know it’s clean & fresh. Lasts 900 Flushes.

On sale for $3.95 each, regularly $4.95 Order#404013

Regard Universal Cleaner
A multi-purpose, environmentally friendly product that safely and easily removes
stubborn stains and marks without the use of harmful solvents. Excellent for graffiti,
Universal Cleaner will remove Indelible Ink, Permanent Marker, Rust, Iron, & Calcium
Stains, Soap Scum and Scale from virtually any surface.

On sale for $11.50 each, regularly $13.95 Order#560015

Mess Kit
Absorbent designed for schools and school buses, day cares, airplanes, ships, or
wherever the possibility of an "accident" could occur. Kit is equipped with granular
absorbent, cardboard scoop insert, wiper, and tie waste bag.

On sale for 8.50 each regularly $10.50 #003380

Sebo Duo-P Carpet Cleaning Powder
Duo-P carpet cleaning powder consists of thousands of micro-sponges which contain safe
solvent for greasy soiling and a neutral shampoo for non-greasy soiling.

On sale for $6.50 each regularly $7.95 #248964

Sale ends February 28, 2018

